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Alex Steinweiss was born March, 1917 to immigrant 

parents. His father was a ladies’ shoe designer and his 

mother was a seamstress. Music was a big part of the 

Steinweiss family. Classical music was focused on and 

trips to the opera and symphony were taken when they 

could be aff orded. Trips were taken to the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art as well. Music and art surrounded him 

during his formative years (McKnight-Trontz 15). 

Steinweiss took an interest in the graphic arts at 

Abraham Lincoln High School. He was drawn to a poster 

made by a fellow student in a class taught by Leon 

Friend and signed up for the course (McKnight-Trontz 

17). Friend was able to teach Steinweiss a lot of technical 

skills and foster a love of design in him (Reagan 39). 

He listened to lectures from famous designers and was 

shown work from many diff erent designers and artists 

who he would later draw infl uences from, gaining 

exposure to things he wouldn’t have normally seen 

(McKnight-Trontz 17). Friend also supervised a club 

called the Art Squad, which Steinweiss joined and spent 

a lot of free time creating for (Reagan 39). Those in Art 

Squad became very close and would design things for 
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the school. From this they were able to gain an idea of 

what it might be like to work with clients. 

Steinweiss went on to Parsons School of Design after 

high school, where he had a one year scholarship 

(McKnight-Trontz 18). He entered the school expecting 

to learn how to become a teacher as he felt that was the 

only job that was Depression proof (Reagan 41). He was 

cocky though and thought he could do better working 

than spending his time in a classroom (McKnight-

Trontz 18). Teachers even noticed his attitude and the 

director was brought in to give him a talking to, saying 

if he didn’t “get in line and settle down” he would be 

told to leave. But this only gave Steinweiss more fi re. 

He attempted to work for Boris Artzybasheff , a famous 

illustrator, but realized he had a lot to learn after their 

fi rst meeting and went back to Parsons with his tail 

between his legs. His attitude improved and he stayed 

at Parsons for two more years with his scholarship 

renewed each time (Reagan 41).

Steinweiss worked in NYC after graduating. He admired 

Lucian Bernhard and attempted to work for him. 
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His images are lively, 
playful, boundlessly 
inventive and seem 
almost to throb 
with the spirit and  
emotion of the 
classical music he 
loved.”
—Rick Poynor, review of For the Record: The Life and Work of Alex 
Steinweiss, Financial Times Weekend Magazine

“ Bernhard sent him to Joseph Binder. He helped Binder 

and his family acclimate to life in New York and gained 

a large amount of design experience. While working 

there, Steinweiss married his childhood sweetheart 

Blanche Wisnipolsky in 1938 (McKnight-Trontz 19-20). 

While working for Binder, he also took night classes 

at New York University and began to get very involved 

in an alumni group for those who had been part of the 

Art Squad. Doing this, he found that he was not being 

fulfi lled bringing Binder’s visions to life and wanted 

to work on his own. He left Binder and moved on to 

freelancing after 3 year of working for him (Reagan 51).

While freelancing, Steinweiss used his wife as his agent 

and was able to explore and develop his own style more 

to create a small portfolio. Shortly into becoming a 

freelancer he was off ered a job at a music studio as it 

was transitioning from the American Record Company 

to the new Columbia Records. He would be the art 

director. The job felt right to him as it combined his love 

of design and music. It required a move to Connecticut, 

which his family did happily. Steinweiss was the only 

one on the art team as Columbia Records attempted to 



gain the business it had lost as radio gained popularity, 

making him responsible for all the company’s graphics 

and materials layout and look (McKnight-Trontz 21). 

Steinweiss helped Columbia realize they could break 

through in the market by changing the packaging from 

plain brown paper covers that currently held the album 

to actual pieces of art that refl ected the music and 

grabbed the listeners attention as they were fl ipping 

through in the store. At fi rst they were skeptical but over 

time they let him try it out. The way Steinweiss designed 

his covers caused them to stand out in the sea of brown 

sleeves. And there was proof in the numbers. Records 

that he had designed covers for sold far more than they 

did without (McKnight-Trontz 27-31). Other companies 

started to notice how well this idea worked and began 

to make covers as well for their work. They used 

“Steinweiss as a style marker” (37). Due to budgeting 

and technology issues, Steinweiss had to create all his 

designs for letterpress and used engraved plates. This 

limited his color palette options. There was also a lack of 

experienced plate makers in the area (41). 

WWII gave his work more exposure as records became 

more of a commodity and thus store owners “moved 

them to the front of the store and into their windows 

where shoppers had easy access to them” (47). During 

this same time, some Columbia employees were drafted 

so Steinweiss took on more work and started to work in 

the advertising department as well. His daughter was 

born in 1942 and in the same year he was drafted. He 

ended up being assigned a job to create “posters and 

instructional booklets for sailors…[and became] one of 

America’s great mass mobilizers” in New York City (47-

48). His posters helped to educate sailors on a variety of 

topics. His time during the war was not like others. He 

got to go home to his family at the end of the day where 

he design album covers for Columbia and would mail 

them in. 

After the war ended he and his family remained in NYC 

and while he continued to help Columbia out, he also 

did freelance work for a variety of other companies 

including “publishing, pharmaceutical and liquor 

companies”. His son was born in 1945 (51-52). Records 

evolved and were able to hold larger amounts of music. 
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I love music so 
much and I had 
such ambition 
that I was willing 
to go way beyond 
what they paid 
me for.”
—Alex Steinweiss

“This required the packaging to change to be more 

protective, moving from paper to cardboard. A shift 

in style of album covers to photography of the artists 

themselves did not interest Steinweiss much as he 

favored illustrations. He faded out working 

with Columbia and stopped after its current

president retired (53-56).

After Columbia, he moved on to working with other 

labels such as RCA, Decca, and London (137). He also 

worked with a start-up record company called Everest, 

who focused mainly on jazz and classical music. He was 

originally tasked with designing their fi rst few covers 

and helped create a logo and other branding material for 

them but ended up working with them until they shut 

down (161). In his freelance he was successful due to his 

fame with album covers. He worked for names like Life, 

Fortune, Old Hickory, Caff e Lolita, Lanson Champagne, 

Country Fair Bourbon, and InverHouse Scotch (169). He 

was invited to join Alliance Graphique Internationale 

(AGI) with names like Saul Bass and Paul Rand in the 

1950s. This caused his work to be shown in art 

galleries worldwide (171).



Steinweiss retired in 1972 as he realized the music 

industry had changed too much for him. He fell in love 

with ceramics. He and his wife ended up opening a 

studio in which he taught ceramics and his wife taught 

weaving (189). He also experimented with painting 

and collage (usually inspired by music he listened 

to), broadening the mediums he used. All of this was 

done for fun but a lot of this art was later displayed in 

galleries (195). The Steinweiss’ ended up moving to 

Florida a fews years after his retirement. He did a bit of 

designing for local theaters, ballets and operas as well 

as festivals, never losing his musical roots (191). The 

couple also took a trip through Europe and Asia during 

which they visited homes of famous composers who had 

inspired Steinweiss’ work (195). He was inducted into 

the hall of fame of the Art Director’s Club of NY in 1998 

(205). He passed away in Florida on July 17, 2011. 



Friend had the ability to take anyone from any background 
and cause them to love the arts. He was very dedicated 
to his students and to art. He would even use his own 
money to pay for supplies the school wouldn’t in order 
for the children to succeed (Reagan 39-40). Friend taught 
Steinweiss many different tools and types of art, as well as 
principles of design. He actually called his class “graphic 
design” before it was a common name (Reagan 71). Friend 
also exposed him to many pieces of work that he would 
not have seen otherwise that helped instill the idea of what 
good design and other types of art looked like. Friend was 
able to create such a love of art and design in his students 
that the students would spend their free time together 

creating. Under Friend’s creative influence, Steinweiss 
began to experiment with calligraphy. Steinweiss was also 
part of a club Friend created called the Art Squad that would 
create material for the school, such as posters for events, 
and opened the students up to what it was like to work in 
the design world as Friend ran the club very professionally. 
Through the help of Friend, Steinweiss and others were 
able to get internships and jobs that they wouldn’t have 
otherwise that helped launch their careers. If one were 
to take a look at the alumni of the Art Squad, one could 
find many famous names, showing the strong power and 
influence of Friend in many designers lives (Reagan 39-40).
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JOSEPH BINDER
Binder was not only a mentor, but a friend to Steinweiss. 
Straight out of school, Binder was the first person to hire 
Steinweiss.  Binder showed strong belief in him from the 
start. When Steinweiss first started working for Binder, 
he had two assistants. Not long into Steinweiss working 
there, they were both fired. Steinweiss was happy to get 
the experience but sad it had been too short lived. Not 
soon after, he received a call from Binder saying he had 
not wanted to hurt the other assistant’s feelings, but liked 
Steinweiss’ work much more and hoped he would come 
back and continue to work for him. Binder taught Steinweiss 
both technical as well as design skills and went on to 
influence his work as Binder was whose work he created 
for 3 years. He also was able to teach him how one created 
a finished piece all together, helping Steinweiss figure out 
how the industry operated. Steinweiss learned how to use 
the airbrush first while working at Binder’s studio. Binder 
also helped Steinweiss learn about color and how a finished 
piece of advertisement came to be (Reagan 51). Binder 
taught Steinweiss about “...the application of flat colors 
and isolated surreal, symbolic forms used for metaphoric 
effect” (Reagan 77).
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Steinweiss influenced the music industry itself. He invented 
the first album cover, for a Rogers and Hart collection for 
Columbia, and from then on the music industry would never 
be the same. He set the golden standard for what album 
covers would look like with his bold use of color, images and 
typography. Everyone working on covers during his time 
looked to see what he was making for inspiration on their 
own covers. He created a typeface--Steinweiss Scrawl--that 
others then used on their covers. As the industry changed, 
so did he, helping to drive sales wherever he worked with 
his creative covers. He helped bring beautiful graphic art 
into the homes of Americans all over the country. Eventually 

the changes became too much for him and he had to leave 
the industry all together. His influence lives on, as album 
covers still exist in a world that has changed to digital 
music. People focus on them less now some might say, but 
a good album cover is still very striking and can help one 
understand the music on a different level, as Steinweiss 
intended. I personally have an entire wall of my house 
covered in album covers as I love the quality of them and 
how they are a window into the sound expression behind 
them. 

MUSIC INDUSTRY



Steinweiss was working in a “moment in history when 
a confl uence of modern forces were impacting art and 
design”. Technology was changing how things were being 
done and how they could be done. Design could be brought 
into the home easily now, such as on the front of an album 
cover. 

A huge part of Steinweiss’ art he created over the years 
was album covers, as he came up with the idea of them and 
was the pioneering artist of them. Steinweiss often used 
airbrushing to create these works (McKnight-Trontz 26). 
He learned how to use the airbrush fi rst while working at 
Binder’s studio. Binder also helped Steinweiss learn about 
color and how a fi nished piece of advertisement 
came to be (Reagan 51). The fi rst cover he ever made was for 
a Rogers and Hart collection (McKnight-Trontz 31). “The 
modern design sensibilities of the 1940s were applied to 
record-album design as Steinweiss searched visual forms 
and shapes to express music” (Meggs 377). “Steinweiss 
designed his covers as miniature posters in the tradition 
of 1930s French and German poster artists- with fl at color 
fi elds, and surreal and symbolic forms used for metaphoric 
eff ect. Each cover had to hold its own, and did so with 
bold colors, clarity of design and alluring typography” 
(McKnight-Trontz 32). Steinweiss thought heavily about 
what the music was like or about to infl uence his designs. 
For example, if the music had a storyline, such as a musical, 

I want 
people 
to look 
at the 
artwork 
and hear 
the music.”
—Alex Steinweiss

“



he would make that known in the art and allude to what it 
was about. “If the music was abstract, [he] incorporated 
elements of the composer’s life such as where he was from 
and the era which he lived in” (McKnight-Trontz 37). Many 
others after him would just simply use a photograph of the 
artist. He liked to conceptualize things instead of making 
them obvious (Reagan 77). He felt as if all parts of the cover 
should work together and compliment each other, from 
type to image and that all parts were equally important. 
The purpose of the image for him was to educate the 
listener about what the music might be about and therefore 
intrigue them into buying it (McKnight-Trontz 38). He 
would use both more normal type forms as well as more 
decorative ones on covers. Each had its own purpose and 
the decorative font was often used to add some hint about 
the music or time period (McKnight-Trontz 41). 

Some would classify his style as Art Deco (Reagan 66-67). 
Steinweiss would start his work by doing a small sketch 
that was then enlarged and once improved, transferred to 
plates, where he would meticulously watch the engravers 
do it so it looked right. He would often fi gure out the 

color separation on his own instead of leaving it to the 
plate maker (McKnight-Trontz 43). He worked with 
typographers, usually in New York, for the typography 
elements but due to deadlines this did not always work and 
he often had to hand letter things. He even made his own 
typeface that ended up being called “Steinweiss Scrawl” and 
would be found on many album covers from all over this 
time period, even from diff erent companies (McKnight-
Trontz 44). He would use photography in his work besides 
just illustration (McKnight-Trontz 38). His style of placing 
things often created balance but could also seem random 
(Meggs 377).

After Columbia, when he switched to working with other 
record companies he changed his style after studying how 
consumers shopped. He moved the name of the artist to 
the very top of the record so it could be seen while fl ipping 
through, then put the design below that (McKnight-Trontz 
137-139). “Many of Steinweiss Decca and London covers 
feature muted colors and elegant illustrations...others are 
refl ections of various graphic styles popular throughout the 
1950s and 1960s. But he did not abandon the use of bold 
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Various Sketches 
of Various Album 
Covers (Various Years)
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shapes, bright colors, and symbolic forms” (McKnight-
Trontz 139). When he moved onto Everest, yet another 
record company, his style morphed to be “bolder and his 
illustrations brighter and bigger” (McKnight-Trontz 161).

When working with other companies than record ones, 
he incorporated the same design elements. “...he often 
included in these designs background elements from the 
liquor-maker’s country of origin or other appropriate 
visual metaphors” (McKnight-Trontz 169). His old high 
school teacher Friend praised his work, appreciating his 
craft especially during a time when advertising often took 
the easy way out by using “pretty girls”. He felt Steinweiss 
was able to use good design to sell things instead. His 
work prompted thinking more than others of the time did 
(McKnight-Trontz 32).
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